
 

Nocellara Etnea 2022-23
The story of an olive oil never attempted before
[By Enzo Signorelli]

The brief history of our oil campaign on Etna. In other words, how an 
excellent, unique and unrepeatable EVO can be obtained from one climatic 
difficulty, indeed several, with intuition, a lot of courage and a pinch of 
madness.

Here is the new Contrada Mancusi®-Nocellara Etnea Bio, IGP Sicily, Grand 
Cru 2022-23 in 400 numbered and signed bottles. The 2022-23 oil campaign 
in Sicily on Etna was very difficult, to put it mildly. It has been described by 
many as disastrous. Very few olives have reached maturity due to the climatic 
emergency and other closely related environmental factors. The harvest was 
minimal and only in small areas did the drupes reach good quality standards.
In our organic secular olive groves of Ragalna and Santa Maria di Licodia, in 
the heart of the area of excellence for the volcano's olive production, the team 
of pickers arrives early in the morning. They light the fire to keep warm during 
the preparations. They joke with each other, someone lights a cigarette but 
they are perplexed, the mood is not that of previous years. There is very little 
to collect and they know it. In the previous days I had selected some 
Nocellara Etnea trees, precious in the emptiness that surrounded them. The 
boys are worried about me. The olives are few and many are ruined. There 
was also a flurry of hail, we didn't miss anything this year on Etna... I put two 
men to select the drupes almost one by one, throwing the damaged ones to 
the ground, without hesitation or remorse. It's not easy for them after so much
effort, and neither is it for me. They look at me without speaking, without 
understanding what's on my mind. Maybe I didn't even know it at the time.

The crop thins even more as the hours go by. In a low voice, the foreman 
suggests that I finish the job and go home, giving up my pay. They all have 
two or three children and a wife waiting for them at home, yet they would give 
up their salary. All together. He looks into my eyes to give the right weight to 
the words. I reassure him and ask him to continue. In the meantime, an idea 
occurred to me. Inside the property there are other trees of different cultivars, 
always from the area, which are doing well and have produced good olives. I 
usually collect them separately, to keep the Nocellara Etnea monocultivar 
pure. Today I need everything. I invent a new Olivaggio (olive blend made in 
the field) by having the Nocellara Etnea which survived after selection, about 
60%, collect and mix a little Olivastro (wild olive), Nocellara del Belice, Tonda 



 

Iblea, other forgotten cultivars and a little secret. I discard the Moresca, by 
now too ripe in mid-October. 

I take everything to the mill for milling. We filter immediately and store the oil 
in silos in a controlled atmosphere. I had tasted the oil coming out of the 
separator, I don't always do that. I liked it… But that's not all, I have to wait at 
least 2-3 weeks before being able to make a significant technical taste, 
dissolving the reserve.

Yesterday finally the tasting in the laboratory together with a panel leader, a 
great expert and profound connoisseur of the Etna oil which has been our 
point of reference for years. Lowering the tasting glass, he looks at me calmly 
and nods; the oil is excellent, with the typical aromas of artichoke, tomato and
cut grass typical of Nocellara Etnea. Excellent bitterness and bitter/spicy 
balance with green fruitiness and a delicate hint of ripe olives together (the 
other cultivars of the olive tree) which dampens the bitterness a little. 
400 numbered and signed bottles come out. A small limited edition production 
for our Contrada Mancusi®-Nocellara Etnea Bio, IGP Sicilia Grand Cru 
2022-23. An olive blend with about 80-85% Nocellara olives that I will never 
be able to repeat again.


